
   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

Marketing Analytics: Why is it an Essential 
Ingredient for Building a Successful 

Business Strategy 

When the effectiveness of marketing campaigns is measured against top-line revenues, the 
ability to predict what prospects are most likely to do next becomes critical. “ 
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Leveraging Marketing analytics & 

Market Mix Optimization to Improve 

ROI 

For any leading retail chain, 

understanding the consumer behaviour, 

web traffic, bounce rate, and how to 

assess the effectiveness of marketing 

campaigns for specific products poses a 

major challenge. Know how our solutions 

can help business take a smart step 

towards better ROI generation. 

Quantzig’s marketing analytics approach 

and strategy planning entails high levels 

of complexity. But contrary to widespread 

belief, it is essential to reach out to your 

customer base. 

Market Mix Optimization & Campaign 

Analysis for a Leading Healthcare 

Client 

LATEST INSIGHTS 

Why are organizations leveraging marketing 
analytics to stay ahead of the curve and plan for 
the future? 

Over the past couple of years, our analysts have witnessed the rise of an 

equally important piece of the puzzle — marketing analytics. But a 

question that arises here is: What is marketing analytics and how can 

it help your business? Marketing analytics helps in the measurement 

and optimization of your marketing campaigns. It helps measure the 

effectiveness of marketing campaigns, goes beyond traditional media, 

and helps evaluate the ROI from digital media. In short, marketing 

analytics can answer questions such as: 

The term analytics is one of those phrases which is used correctly for the 

most part, but at times the usage of this terminology becomes too 

general and depicts meanings that may not always be correct. As experts 

in the field of data and analytics, we understand the importance of web 

analytics solutions in your business functions.  

Our research shows that most business tend to spend a substantial 

amount of time focusing on site metrics and web analytics-based 

reports. Such solutions give you a great sense of how your websites are 

performing technically and provide insights on the revenues being 

generated through the websites. 

But What if Web Analytics isn’t Enough? 

1. How are your marketing activities performing? 

2. Where are your competitors investing their resources? 

3. What is the effectiveness of your marketing activities 

in the long-term? 

4. How does your marketing analytics solution impact 

your next decision? 
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Apart from the reasons mentioned above, marketing analytics also helps 

navigate through the vast ocean of data and make inferences based on 

real-time insights. Here is a look at some of the most powerful tools in 

marketing analytics: 

Measuring the Effectiveness of Your Website 

As with any other analytical tool, marketing analytics starts at the very 

beginning or foundation. A professional, up-to-date marketing entity 

that’s ready to impact the revenue needs four elements: A formidable 

marketing automation software platform, a robust CRM system, a 

content marketing production space, and a web presence tracking tool. 

 

Measuring the Impact of Your Content Marketing Campaigns  

Next, your business should be using advanced technologies to tie 

revenues to individual content pieces. Many tools available for this task 

have the capability to assess the impact of a single marketing deliverable 

to the revenue. Such tools could tell you, for example, the amount of 

revenue a single blog post or tweet contributed to the business as a 

whole. 

 

Advanced Marketing ROI Planning 

With the recent increase in data volumes, knowing how to tap into the 

right data defines the difference between businesses that succeed and 

companies that crash. Today, many tools are available that help you 

create ROI plans while leveraging the so-called big data. 
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COST REDUCTION 

Reduction in sales & 

marketing spend due 

to improved targeting 

The Quantzig Advantage 
What differentiates us from the market 

CUSTOMIZABILITY 

Custom insights that help 

reduce the cost of acquiring 

new clients 

How our marketing analytics 

services help optimize business 

strategies 

 

We at Quantzig, constantly fine-tune our 

marketing analytics services to push limits 

and improve data quality and turnaround 

time.  

 

Here’s a look at some of the revenue and 

performance enhancing improvements 

that we’ve made for other businesses:  

 

• Increased overall sales growth by at 

least 11% 

 

• Improved cost savings by more than 

10% based on targeted offers 

 

• 3x improvement in customer 

satisfaction levels 

 

 

DASHBOARD 

Real time insights on 

dashboards with 

custom features 

CUSTOMER RETENTION 

Access data and insights to 

boost customer 

satisfaction levels 

TARGETED SALES 

Improve cross-selling and 

up-selling opportunities 

BUDGET ALLOCATION 

Reduction in digital 

media budget costs 

https://www.quantzig.com/?utm_source=QZ-whitepaper&utm_medium=Whitepaper
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Our Latest Success Story 
on market mix optimization and campaign analysis for a 
leading healthcare major… 

Leading global pharma major headquartered in the US 

Client 

Maintain and increase market share in the pharmaceutical space 

based on optimization of marketing spends 

Business Case 

• 3 yrs. of data 

• 7 Channels 

• 4 brands 

Scope of Coverage: 

A leading pharmaceutical player in the US wanted to align its marketing 

tactics, quantify the impact of key business drivers on NRx, RRx, and 

physician acquisition to re-allocate investments and achieve target 

financial objectives 

 

• Though direct sales were still the most successful channel, the 

client was invested in non-personal channels to supplement 

personal sales as well as to fill the gap created due to physician 

access 

• The proliferation of digital and social channels in the promotion 

mix had created more opportunities, but these were hard to 

track and measure 

• Due to the growing need to optimize the marketing mix and 

understand how promotional channels interact with each other 

as well as how marketing investments are performing at the 

regional and national level, the client engaged Quantzig to 

identify where the ‘next dollar’ can be best invested to drive 

maximum growth and profits 

Background 
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• Helped the client optimize commercial investments 

across channels – DTC, E-detailing, TV etc. and re-

allocate budgets from underperforming media to those 

with a higher potential ROI 

• Helped the salesforce to understand the optimal call 

frequency and next-best action across geographies 

o Most effective campaigns during different 

seasons 

o Targeted marketing and promotion tactics 

that were working well 

Benefits Offered 

Insights Offered 

• Provided historical Due To’s 
o Weeks and months during which business grew or 

declined as a result of specific marketing, promotions, 

competitive, economic or other external / internal 

variables 

• Campaign analysis of each individual campaign to 

understand the ROI and incremental prescriptions 

generated at a granular level 

• Synergy Analysis to identify direct and indirect impact 

of media types on incremental prescriptions and the 

ROI generated  
o Media types that did well in the short term (e.g. 

Digital) performed better when campaigns were 

executed simultaneously with long-term media types 

(e.g. TV) 
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For more than 14 years, we have assisted our clients across the globe 

with end-to-end data management and analytics services to leverage 

their data for prudent decision making. Our firm has worked with 120+ 

clients, including 55+ Fortune 500 companies.  

  

At Quantzig, we firmly believe that the capabilities to harness maximum 

insights from the influx of continuous information around us is what will 

drive any organization’s competitive readiness and success. Our 

objective is to bring together the best combination of analysts and 

consultants to complement our clients with a shared need to discover 

and build those capabilities, and drive continuous business excellence. 

 

Actionable insights for impactful decision making 

 

Advanced visualization tools 

 

Customized solutions to fit exact requirements 

 

Best value per dollar spent 

 

Why Choose Us? 

Contact us at: hello@quantzig.com or reach us at 

 

The Quantzig Advantage | A Little About Us…  

CONTACT US 
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